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Alpha Omega Translations 
Technical Translation Services

For the translation of your user guides, technical publications, 
websites, help files or any other technical document Alpha Omega 
Translations offers a professional technical translation service.

Established in 1998 we are one of the nation’s most competitive 
language services providers with a large clientele of government 
and private sector organizations.

We specialize in highly technical translation, and desktop pub-
lishing in all major languages. We provide quality service, with 
broad technical translation experience, native ability in the target 
languages. 

Professionalism and expertise of our linguists. Our customers 
turn to us because of our proven commitment to quality. Our vast 
pool of accredited and certified linguists, representing the best in 
the business, means we deliver reliable language services on time. 

Alpha Omega Translations translates in all languages:

✔ Installation instructions
✔ Brochures and trade advertisements
✔ Patents, regulations, standards, 
✔ Specifications and warranties
✔ Machine labels and safety decals
✔ Service bulletins
✔ Policy/procedure manuals
✔ Packaging
✔ Trade show materials
✔ International RFQs
✔ E-learning programs
✔ Operator and service manuals
✔ User guides
✔ Large Technical and training manuals
✔ Installation instructions
✔ Technical drawings
✔ User interfaces and help files
✔ DVDs, videos and PowerPoint presentations
✔ Research articles and studies
✔ Informed consents, case studies and Support documents
✔ Machine labels and safety decals
✔ Software applications
✔ Employee handbooks
✔ Engineering specifications for use in other countries
✔ Scientific papers
✔ Web sites 
✔ Corporate publications
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Alpha Omega Translations 
Experts in Multilingual Services

Technical Translation 
For each of your projects we assemble a highly specialized transla-
tion team around your company’s needs. Our pool of translators 
with backgrounds in science and technology focus exclusively 
on the translation of technical, engineering and scientific docu-
ments where precision, accuracy and consistency are particularly 
important and notoriously hard to achieve.

We select only those translators who have expertise in your par-
ticular industry. This is especially critical in the translation of 
scientific and technical documents, which require a high level 
of precision.

Industrial
Our long-standing strength in technical translation comes from 
years of working with equipment manufacturers of agricultural 
machinery, construction equipment, engines, forestry equip-
ment, power equipment, mining machinery, packaging machin-
ery and more.

Technical translation projects that we have been involved in 
include documents from the following industries:

•  Automotive technical translation
•  Avionics technical translation
•  Building technology technical translation
•  Civil engineering technical translation
•  Digital Imaging technical translation
•  Electrical engineering technical translation
•  Energy conservation technical translation
•  Hydraulics technical translation
• Marine engineering technical translation
• Mechanical engineering technical translation
• Medical (equipment/hardware) technical translation
• Mobile Radiotelephony (GSM) technical translation
•  Nuclear Power technical translation
•  Oil & Gas technical translation
•  Optics technical translation
•  Science and Physics technical translation
•  Space technologies
•  Telecommunications technical translation
•  Television (broadcast technology) technical translation
• Water purification technical translation
• Military deployment programs; weapons systems
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Alpha Omega Translations 
Experts in Multilingual Services

Training/HR
Many training programs fail to produce desired results because 
they are presented in English, which, for much of the world, is a 
second language. 

ALPHA OMEGA TRANSLATIONS
Can translate your presentations, online learning and course ma-
terials into the language and dialect of your trainees. Localized 
training enhances learning and boosts performance, which in-
creases your return on investment.

Pharmaceuticals
Our pharmaceutical experience comes from working with leading 
healthcare companies. We use only translators that have the 
expertise and education required. And our project managers 
are well versed in protocols and the time-sensitive nature of 
pharmaceutical and biomedical communications. 

So no matter whether you need to translate case report forms, 
clinical trials, journal articles or medical testing instructions, 
you can rely on ALPHA OMEGA TRANSLATIONS. 

Multilingual Desktop Publishing Services 
Publishing Technical translation: Alpha Omega Trans lations 
delivers translated technical documentation designed for both 
web  and  print  publishing:  SGML,  XML,  XHTML,  and  PDF 
formats.

ALPHA OMEGA TRANSLATIONS
Offers foreign language design and multilingual desktop pub-
lishing  (DTP)  services  in  a wide  range  of  languages  in  InDe-
sign®, Quark®, PageMaker®, Frame®, Illustrator® or any other  
application.

Our customers turn to us because of our proven 
commitment to providing high-quality, cost-
effective services on-time, every time!

We speak your industry language. We are technical transla-
tion experts.


